PADI
Ice Diver

If extreme, unusual and challenging scuba diving scenarios appeal to you, try diving under the ice. Ice diving is one of the most adventurous scuba specialties because you confront conditions and see beauty few others ever experience. Plus, you might get a chance to play with your exhaled bubbles on the bottom of the ice. Flash your PADI Ice Diver certification card to get instant respect, and usually a lot of questions from other divers about what it’s like under the ice.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS
3 open water dives

PREREQUISITES
PADI Advanced Open Water Diver (or equivalent diver certification)
Minimum age of 18 years old

COURSE FEE
$150

GENERAL EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Students must supply:
- Mask, Fins, Booties, and Snorkel
- Safety Signal Tube and Whistle
- Logbook
- Underwater watch and RDP or dive computer
- Dive Knife
- Slate with Pencil

*All other necessary Scuba Equipment can be rented from Scuba World, Inc. if you do not already have your own.

Please note
*Trip cost is additional and varies according to location. Each student is expected to have the above equipment prior to the open water training. Please check to be sure all equipment has been serviced and in proper working condition. Rental equipment should be reserved in advance of dive trip.